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and a club. Golf clubs used in playing golf have generally evolved from the single-wood known
several centuries ago to the present day in which ever increasing numbers of pieces of equipment
have been developed to put increasing numbers of golf balls into ever increasing numbers of golf

holes. Modern single-wood clubs have evolved from the single-wood to the first "woodie" type three
wood club which has a metal head into various other types of woods and into the modern five wood
type club. Of course, wood is a generic term used in describing such clubs; the terms "woodie" and
"three wood" are also used to describe such clubs. The "three wood" is generally understood to be a

club with a head having three irons, usually designated as 1-3, and the "woodie" is generally
understood to be a club with a head having a head of one or more iron-type faces, a back portion

and a hosel which is a mechanical coupling to the head so that the head can be connected to a shaft.
For purposes of the following description and the appended claims, the term "wood" shall be taken
to refer to such clubs and to a metal head (more specifically, a cup portion, a face and a sole) and

the term "non-wood" shall refer to clubs having a head of one or more iron-type faces having a back
portion and a hosel and a shaft. Woods have generally taken two forms: woods which are larger than

a nine iron and woods which are the same shape as a nine iron. Typically, the woods are of a
specified overall length and are provided with a specified overall length neck. The neck of the woods

is generally the area between the head and the sole or ground engagement portion of the club.
Woods are generally provided with either straight blades or with blades having a side roll. The neck
of the woods is generally defined by the engagement of two surfaces; one surface is defined by the
intersection of the neck and the sole, the other surface is defined by the neck and the front face of

the head, or the engagement of a notch or other aperture in the neck with a surface of the head. The
U.S. patent to Sullivan U.S. Pat. No.
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